The purpose of this paper is to examine the feasibility of large eddy simulation (LES) for predicting gas-solid ows in which the carrier ow turbulence is modi ed by momentum exchange with particles. Several a priori tests of subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulence models are conducted utilising results from direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a forced homogeneous isotropic turbulent ow with the back e ect of the particles modelled using the point-force approximation. Properties of the subgrid-scale eld are computed by applying Gaussian lters to the DNS database. Similar to the behavior observed in single-phase ows, a priori test results show that, while the local energy ux is inaccurately estimated, the overall SGS dissipation is reasonably predicted using the conventional Smagorinsky model and under-estimated using the Bardina scale-similarity model. Very good agreement between model predictions and DNS results are measured using closures whose coe cients are computed using the resolved eld, the so-called dynamic subgrid models, with the mixed model yielding more accurate predictions than the dynamic Smagorinsky model. A priori test results are then con rmed in actual LES calculations used to investigate the sensitivity of the predictions to mesh re nement. The LES was performed at in nite turbulent Reynolds number and for a range of particle response times and mass loadings. Grid resolution in the LES was varied from 32 3 to 96 3 collocation points, with particle sample sizes of 885; 000 for each response time. LES predictions of the ow with two-way coupling are independent of mesh re nement when using the dynamic mixed model and when the particle relaxation time becomes larger than the characteristic time scale of the unresolved uid turbulent eld.
Introduction
The interaction between particles and gas-phase turbulent carrier ows provides a research topic of both fundamental importance and practical interest. An issue of primary importance for moderately dense suspension concerns how particles a ect the uid turbulent ow itself, the socalled \two-way coupling". It is known that the addition of particles to a turbulent ow may change the intensities signi cantly, even at very low volume fraction, but the practical modelling of such mechanisms remains an open question (e.g., see Crowe et al. 1996) . Due to the signi cance of such problems in engineering, particle-laden ows have been extensively investigated in experiments. Kulick et al. (1994) , for example, investigated gas-phase turbulent ow in a vertical channel laden with heavy particles at mass loadings up to 80%. These investigators found that uid turbulence may be attenuated by the addition of particles, depending on the ratio of the particle relaxation time to turbulent time scale and solid mass loading.
Combining the deterministic approach of direct numerical simulation (DNS) of the NavierStokes equations with the simultaneous tracking of discrete particles, computer simulations have become useful tools for performing \experiments" that may not be feasible in the laboratory and for testing hypotheses used in engineering modelling approaches. Such numerical simulations of particle-uid interaction utilise models of the forces due to the particles in calculation of the continuous uid motion (e.g., Squires & Eaton 1990 , Elghobashi & Truesdell 1993 , Boivin et al. 1998 , Sundaram & Collins 1999) . Particle diameters are small, meaning that the particle size is smaller or the same order of magnitude as a length scale based on the dissipation rate and molecular viscosity, i.e., the Kolmogorov scale. This assumption also implies that the particles are smaller than the spacing between computational collocation points, the maximum resolution in the simulation being chosen of the order of the dissipation-based length scale.
These simulations, while a powerful tool for extracting information which cannot be obtained from experiments, remain restricted to relatively low Reynolds number turbulent ows. An alternative approach which is not as severely restricted in the range of Reynolds numbers is large eddy simulation (LES), used primarily to date to investigate one-way coupling problems (e.g., Deutsch & Simonin 1991 , Simonin et al. 1995 , Wang & Squires 1996 . In LES the large, energy-containing scales of motion are calculated directly by solving the ltered Navier-Stokes equations while the e ects of the smallest (subgrid) scales of motion are modelled (e.g., see Rogallo & Moin 1984 , Lesieur & Metais 1996 . LES of gas-solid ows can be expected to be as accurate as in single-phase turbulence if modulation of the turbulence by particles is negligible and if the particle relaxation time is of the order of the turbulent time macro-scales. For gas-solid ows the latter restriction ensures a negligible e ect of errors in accounting for particle transport by subgrid velocity uctuations in the uid. In this regime, i.e., one-way coupling, particle motion is controlled by the dragging along the resolved scales of the uid velocity eld. In contrast, if two-way coupling e ects are signi cant, then the subgrid model of the uid turbulence might require modi cation (e.g., see Elghobashi 1994 ). This would be especially important if the particulate phase couples strongly with the small-scale turbulence. It is the regime of turbulence modulation by particles which is of primary interest in this investigation and the feasibility of LES for predicting such ows.
To test the degree to which a modelling approach represents the e ect of the unresolved scales, one can use fully resolved elds from DNS to evaluate the subgrid-scale (SGS) terms in the ltered Navier-Stokes equations, according to their de nition, and compare with model predictions. This procedure is usually referred to as a priori testing and is an e cient tool for validation and improvement of subgrid models, but the results from a priori tests require careful interpretation. In order to draw conclusions about the performance of SGS models, investigation of the behaviour in actual simulations remains indispensable. This paper is organised as follows. First, the governing equations required by two-phase DNS and LES are presented. Next, several SGS models are de ned and evaluated using the DNS database. Finally, a numerical test of the independence of the LES results with mesh re nement, for in nite turbulent Reynolds number, is presented. A brief summary of the study may be found in the last section.
Governing Equations 2.1 Direct numerical simulation
True direct numerical simulation of a uid ow loaded with discrete particles requires, in principle, the calculation of the standard \single-phase" Navier-Stokes equations on the domain occupied by the uid. Then, the e ect of the particles is formally taken into account through the uid velocity boundary conditions (no-slip conditions) on the surface of the particles. Simultaneously, particle trajectories may be simulated using a Lagrangian tracking, the force acting on the particle being computed by direct integration of the simulated uid stress exerted on the particle surface. This approach requires that the velocity eld around each particle be accurately resolved and, because of its enormous computational cost, is not feasible in turbulent ows with particles having diameters smaller than, or comparable to, the Kolmogorov length scale.
DNS of the carrier phase with two-way coupling may be carried out in gas-solid ows in regimes where there is negligible solid volumetric fractions and for particles smaller than the spacing between the computational collocation points (being on the order of the Kolmogorov scale). In this context, DNS' refers to an accurate numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations without the use of turbulence models. The modulation e ect of the particles on the ow is accounted for by including a momentum term in the instantaneous single-phase Navier-Stokes equations derived, in the frame of the particle-source-in-cell (PSCI) method (e.g., see Crowe et al. 1996 , Maxey et al. 1997 . Note that this technique already involves a \subgrid" approximation: the local uid ow perturbations induced by the particle presence are not fully resolved and the e ects of the \subgrid" part of the disturbance on the resolved eld are assumed to be negligible with respect to the in uence of the molecular viscosity of the uid.
Given these approximations, the governing equations for an incompressible uid are written in the general form, 
where the velocity is denoted u i;j (i = 1 for the uid, i = 2 for the particles), the uid density is 1 , the dynamic viscosity is 1 , and the pressure p 1 . (3) where f(x p ; t) is the force acting on particle p with centre at position x p at time t, g is a weighted distribution function of the particle source term in the uid ow eld, and H is a three-dimensional spatial low-pass lter with a characteristic width of the order of the mesh size x. These functions satisfy, Z g(y ? x p )dy = 1 ; (4) Z H (x ? y)dy = 1 ; (5) where is any volume containing particle p.
In general, force coupling models also assume that neighbouring particles can be represented by a single test particle tracked in a computation. This assumption permits one to neglect the in uence on two-way coupling of the local random distribution of particle positions and velocities. Such an approximation should remain accurate for studies of the uid turbulent kinetic energy modi cation when the mean spacing between test particles (i.e., computational particles) is much smaller than the integral length scale of the Eulerian autocorrelation function. Given this additional approximation, (4) is re-cast as, Z g(y ? x p )dy = n p ; (6) where n p is the number of actual particles represented by computational particle p. 
where (x) is the Dirac function, is the mean mass loading in the whole computational domain of volume V , N p is the number of computational particles, and m p is the mass of a single particle. Each computational particles represented up to n p = 100 actual particles in Elghobashi & Truesdell (1993) . Considering a moderately dense dispersion of rigid heavy spheres, the force exerted on a particle, with mass m p , by the surrounding gas ow reduces to the contribution from the drag force, f i 
In (11), d p is the particle diameter, 1 is the uid molecular viscosity, and v r = u 2 ? e u 1 is the local instantaneous relative velocity between the particle, with velocity u 2 , and the surrounding uid ow locally undisturbed by the presence of the particle, with velocity e u 1 , measured at the particle center (Gatignol 1983 , Maxey & Riley 1983 .
As also true in related studies (Squires & Eaton 1990 , Truesdell & Elghobashi 1993 , Sundaram & Collins 1999 , in the simulation database used in this work, and reported by Boivin et al. (1998) , the self-in uence on its motion of the perturbation induced by the particle presence is neglected and the locally undisturbed velocity e u 1 is calculated by interpolation of the simulated uid velocity u 1 . The error in this approximation should decrease with increasing values of the ratio of the mesh size to particle diameter and the mean number density of computational particles (Boivin et al. 1998 ).
Large eddy simulation
Large eddy simulation is based on decomposition of the instantaneous turbulent uid velocity into a large-eddy eld b u 1 (the resolved or ltered eld) and a small-scale turbulence eld u (s) 1 (the subgrid or residual eld), i.e., u 1 
The LES equations for incompressible uid ows are derived by ltering the continuity and momentum equations, @b u 1;i @x i = 0 ; (14) where, in general, the particle source term is evaluated directly from (3) using the lter H based on the computational mesh used in the LES. The right-hand side of the above equation contains the subgrid-scale stresses which represent the e ect of the residual velocity eld on the resolved scales, 
The Leonard term can be computed in terms of the ltered eld, once the lter G speci ed, while the residual term is unknown. In practice, the whole stress 1;ij is often modeled, without splitting it into separate parts. As shown by Germano (1986) , a decomposition similar to (16) can be developed in which the contributions from the resolved eld to the subgrid stress can be written in terms of the`modi ed Leonard term', an advantage of the decomposition being that it guarantees Galilean invariance (see also Horiuti 1997).
Simulation Overview and SGS Models
Direct numerical simulation technique The numerical method used for prediction of the uid velocity is based on the pseudo-spectral technique developed by Rogallo (1981) . The time-stepping is performed using second-order RungeKutta, alias control is achieved through a combination of phase shifting and truncation. The reader is referred to Rogallo (1981) for further details on the numerical method and its accuracy.
The method is applied to simulation of homogeneous isotropic turbulence. Isotropic turbulence is non-stationary since in the absence of a production mechanism turbulence decays. Unfortunately, the continual evolution of turbulence quantities complicates analysis, lack of a statistically stationary ow in particle-laden turbulence being even more complex since the ratio of the particle relaxation time to uid turbulent time scales changes as the ow evolves. To avoid these complications, stationary isotropic turbulence was considered in the present study by arti cially forcing the low wavenumbers (large scales) of the uid ow. The forcing scheme used for these simulations was developed by Eswaran & Pope (1988) and Yeung & Pope (1989) and is based on UhlenbeckOrnstein (UO) random processes. At each forced wavenumber, within a shell in spectral space of radius K F , six independent UO processes with the same given variance 2 F and integral time scale T F are combined to form a complex vector-valued stochastic process denoted by Y F (k; t). This process is characterised by the following properties: hY F;i (k; t)i = 0 ; hY F;i (k; t)Y F;j (k; t + s)i = 2 2 F ij exp(?s=T F ) ; (17) where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. In order to satisfy the required divergencefree constraint, the forcing term a F (k; t) added in the equation determining the velocity eld in wavenumber space is assumed to be the projection of Y F on to the plane normal to k. Tests of the forcing scheme show that the simulations yields statistically stationary velocity elds that display no gross anisotropy nor unreasonably high correlation times. In addition, the details of the forcing do not have an undue in uence on the small-scale structures of the uid velocity (Yeung & Pope 1989) .
The simulation reported here are performed using 96 3 collocation points with a forcing radius, K F = p 8k 0 for which the total number of forced modes is 92. The Taylor-scale Reynolds number
Re of the statistically stationary ow is about 62. The main computational parameters of the simulation are summarized in Table 1 . Shown in Figure 1 is the energy spectrum of the reference uid ow, i.e., without coupling from the particle phase. Because of the forcing, the energy at low wavenumbers di ers from that measured in the grid-turbulence experiment of Comte-Bellot & Corrsin (1971), shown more clearly in Figure 2 . The energy at high wavenumbers, however, closely follows the experimental data, further consistent with earlier studies illustrating the forcing does not adversely a ect small scale motion (see also Eswaran & Pope 1988 , Yeung & Pope 1989 ).
The spatial resolution of the simulation is determined by the dimensionless parameter k max where is the Kolmogorov length scale and k max the maximum wavenumber imposed by the grid spacing x and de-aliasing scheme. As reported by several investigators, a value of k max greater than unity is adequate for low-order velocity statistics, but a value of at least 1.5 is needed for higher-order quantities such as dissipation and derivative statistics (e.g., Balachandar & Maxey 1989 ). The simulations presented in this work have k max 1:3, with the other main statistical parameters of the turbulent uid ow, for one-way coupling, summarised in Table 2 .
Particle trajectories are determined through integration of the equation of motion for a rigid sphere suspended in an unsteady, non-uniform gas velocity eld given by the DNS. The e ect of gravitational drift was neglected and the uid force exerted on the particle was given by (10) . The numerical method developed for calculation of the particle velocity and position is the same as that for the uid ow, i.e., a second-order Runge-Kutta scheme, and the instantaneous uid velocity eld is interpolated to the particle position using third-order Lagrange polynomials. While the third-order polynomials are formally less accurate the interpolation schemes used in related works (e.g., Wang & Squires 1996 where fourth-order Lagrange polynomials were used), preliminary simulations performed at an early phase of the study showed that there was not an adverse e ect of the lower-order of accuracy on interpolated quantities (Boivin 1996 , see also Deutsch and Simonin 1991) .
Properties of the dispersed phase were obtained from the trajectories of 885,000 particles with a density ratio 2 = 1 = 2000. Non-zero mass loadings were varied from 0.2 to 1.0 by changing the ratio of actual to computational particles. Three particle relaxation times are considered for each mass loading. The ratio of the Stokes response time p to the uid Lagrangian integral time scale, t 1 , measured in the simulations without coupling ( = 0), was varied from 0.2 to 2.0. The particle parameters are summarized in Table 3 (see also Boivin et al. 1998).
As also reported in other simulations in both forced and decaying isotropic turbulence, results presented in Boivin et al. (1998) show that increasing the mass loading of particles with low inertia (with relaxation time of the order of the Kolmogorov time scale) ampli ed the high wavenumber portion of the energy and dissipation spectra, while the low wavenumber portions are attenuated. In contrast, and as expected, coarse particles, i.e., with relaxation times on the order of the turbulence time macro-scales, attenuated the entire spectrum of the uid turbulent kinetic energy. Thus, for low inertia particles the momentum transfer term in the energy spectrum equation (derived by Fourier transform of the correlation between the drag and uid velocity) represents a local source and sink of energy for the small and large uid turbulent scales, respectively (see Boivin et al. 1998 for further discussion).
Results of the a priori tests of SGS models were obtained using the DNS results summarized above. All a priori tests presented below were performed using a Gaussian lter, 
As is well known, the modelled subgrid-scale stresses using (23) exhibit higher correlations with DNS results compared to stresses predicted using eddy viscosity models. However, when implemented in actual LES calculations, the scale-similarity model (23) does not provide adequate energy dissipation. This drawback was addressed by combining the scale-similarity model with an eddy viscosity term to produce the mixed model: 
The model coe cient may be dynamically determined if the subtest stress tensor is modelled by an expression similar to that used to model 1;ij . Following Lilly (1992) and using a Smagorinsky model (19) as a base for the dynamic procedure, the coe cient C is expressed as, 
Calculation of model coe cient in the mixed model (24) can also be accomplished using the dynamic procedure. The particular development used in this work follows 
A Priori Tests using DNS
One of the most important roles of the SGS model is to account for the energy transfer between the resolved and unresolved motions. The local ux of kinetic energy is the SGS energy dissipation, de ned as, " sm = ? 1;ij b S 1;ij : (33) Shown in Figure 3 is the volume-averaged SGS dissipation evaluated from the DNS results with two-way coupling. Curves for the three particle response times (c.f., Table 3 ) are shown, a curve drawn for each of the two lter widths. There is an e ect of the relaxation time on the SGS dissipation at = 0:2, with h" sm i becoming relatively independent of the particle relaxation time at the higher loadings. The gure also shows, as expected, a reduction in the subgrid dissipation with the lter width and a decrease in h" sm i with increasing mass loading. For two-way coupling, viscous drag around the particle is an additional mechanism of energy dissipation, which becomes a larger fraction of the total dissipation for larger . The drag produces subgrid kinetic energy, at length scales comparable to the particle size, in an analogous fashion that the interaction between the subgrid stresses and resolved strain rate leads to subgrid dissipation, given by (33) which also represents production of subgrid kinetic energy. Assuming local equilibrium, an estimate of the time scale of the conversion of the`particle subgrid' viscous dissipation of kinetic energy into heat is of the order of d 2 p = 1 . For particle diameters smaller than the dissipation length scale of the uid turbulence, this time scale will be appreciably smaller than the Kolmogorov time scale and it is reasonable to assume the dissipation by drag is converted to heat on time scales much shorter than the smallest turbulence time scales.
Subgrid dissipation predicted by the SGS models presented above is compared to ltered DNS results in Figure 4 . Results are shown for the smaller lter width and from simulations using the ne ( F 12 = 0:064) and coarse ( F 12 = 0:58) particles. The mean particle relaxation time is, (1993) . One of the interesting features is that the gure shows the scale-similarity procedure allows an evaluation of the dependence of the model coe cient on the in uence of the particles. There is a reduction in C S with loading for the coarse particles (i.e., the large response time). As shown in Boivin et al. (1998) , the e ect of the coarse particles on the energy spectrum of the uid turbulence is more uniform. In particular, the coarse particles act as a sink of energy across the entire wavenumber range. In this case, and because the model coe cient can be evaluated from the slope of the energy spectrum, the e ect of two-way coupling on the model coe cient is to reduce it with increasing loading. As also shown in Boivin et al. (1998) , the e ect of ne particles (i.e., with small response times) is more complex, with uid turbulence levels at the smallest scales augmented by momentum exchange with the dispersed phase. Figure 5 shows that for the ne particles the model coe cient decreases with increasing , and then appears to asymptote at the highest loadings. The more complex behavior of C S as compared to the coarse particles is in turn linked to the more complex changes in spectral behavior noted by Boivin et al. (1998) .
A more detailed evaluation of the SGS models and their response to turbulence modulation is presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . Distributions of the local values of (33) for the ow with one-way coupling ( Figure 6 ) and from a computation with two-way coupling, = 0:2 and F 12 = 0:064, (Figure 7 ) are shown. For the uid ow without momentum coupling from the particles, Figure 6 shows a range of values, both negative indicating a local energy ux from the resolved to subgrid scales, and positive values indicating a reverse transfer, or backscatter, of energy from the unresolved to resolved motions. As previously shown by Piomelli et al. (1991) , the overall energy ux in single-phase turbulence is the result of a large forward transfer and comparable backscatter, consistent with the present results. The local ux in two-way coupling exhibits a qualitatively similar distribution, the main di erence being a narrower band of values. Figure 6 also shows that both the xed-coe cient Smagorinsky model, with C S = 0:12, and dynamic version yield nearly identical distributions, not surprising since the dynamic procedure yields nearly the same value of the model coe cient at zero mass loading (c.f., Figure 5 ). Also interesting and consistent with earlier studies in single-phase ows is that, while the overall SGS dissipation is predicted reasonably well using both Smagorinsky models, the models are purely dissipative and the local ow of energy is always predicted into the subgrid motions, in signi cant disagreement with ltered DNS results. The distributions also provide insight into the improved performance of mixed models, with the scale-similarity model predicting relatively more regions of local backscatter, which will lead to an under prediction of the volume-averaged dissipation as shown in Figure 4 . When the scale similar part is combined with an eddy viscosity term, the ltered DNS results and model predictions are in better agreement. In particular, the distribution predicted by the dynamic mixed model is in very good agreement with ltered DNS results. The relatively more inaccurate predictions using the xed-coe cient mixed model is due to the fact the model constant in the eddy viscosity term was not optimized.
In general, the distributions of the local energy ux in Figure 7 , shown for a representative response time and mass loading, agree qualitatively with those in Figure 6 . The di erence between the xed-coe cient and dynamic Smagorinsky models in Figure 7 is more apparent due to the changes in C S caused by the particles (c.f., Figure 5 ). As in the ow without turbulence modulation, both eddy viscosity models show considerable disagreement with ltered DNS results because of their purely dissipative nature. The distribution from the dynamic mixed model predicts remarkably well the ltered DNS results. The mixed model appears very e cient at capturing the averaged and spectral features of the subgrid dissipation with and without the in uence of the particles on the uid turbulence. Turbulence modulation by the particles distorts the spectrum of the uid turbulence, which is di cult to represent using closures with model constants calibrated in single-phase ows. A priori test results show that the dynamic procedure allows for an accounting of the dependence of the Smagorinsky constant with respect to the uid kinetic energy spectrum modi cation.
A Posteriori Tests using LES
The results presented in the previous section provide support for the use of dynamic subgrid models in predicting gas-solid ows with two-way coupling. Also important for evaluating SGS models is application in actual LES calculations. A priori test results show that the most accurate predictions of the subgrid-scale dissipation were obtained using the dynamic mixed model. To further assess the model, it was applied in a series of calculations performed in the limit of in nite turbulent Reynolds number, i.e., with zero molecular viscosity. Grid resolutions were varied from 32 3 to 96 3 in order to investigate grid independence of the LES predictions.
The numerical approach used for the LES was the same pseudo-spectral technique used in the DNS described above. Filtering in the LES calculations was performed using a Fourier cuto , with test ltering at a resolution of twice the computational mesh spacing. As also the case with the DNS, the low wavenumbers of the turbulence were forced in order to achieve a statistically stationary condition. Particle motion was determined by the drag force (10) using the resolved uid velocity eld without the in uence of the SGS velocity uctuations. Note that for LES of high Reynolds number ows the laminar viscosity becomes negligible if the mesh size x is very large with respect to the Kolmogorov length scale. In contrast, the uid viscosity remains important for the local uid-particle interaction inducing the drag force. When the particle size is of the order of the Kolmogorov length scale, the particle relaxation time is O( K p = f ) where K is the Kolmogorov time scale. Thus, it is possible to consider heavy particles with diameters very small compared to the grid spacing, but with relaxation times larger than the time scales of the subgrid motions and comparable to the time scales of the large eddies. Energy spectra of the statistically stationary ow are shown in Figure 8 for the smallest and largest particle response times. For the larger response time, F 12 = 0:58, there is a very good superposition of the predicted spectrum for wavenumbers k < k max =2, with the spectral slope slightly larger than in single-phase ow. For the smaller response time F 12 = 0:064, the collapse of the three curves is less apparent than for F 12 = 0:58, occurring only for the smallest wavenumbers. The results in Figure 8 are are con rmed by Figure 9 which shows the spectral distribution of the uid-particle energy exchange rate. In the present simulations the particles are, on average, an additional dissipation of kinetic energy. The uid-particle energy exchange rate in the transport equation of the uid turbulence kinetic energy is therefore a sink. Figure 9 shows that over the entire wavenumber range for the coarser particles, and at lower wavenumbers for F 12 = 0:064, the spectra are negative, consistent with the fact that the uid turbulent motion transfers energy to the particles. The behavior of the spectrum at higher wavenumbers for F 12 = 0:064, however, is positive, indicating that these particles transfer energy to the uid turbulence. This energy \released" by the particles is responsible for a relative increase of small scale energy in the uid turbulence energy spectra (Boivin et al. 1998) . It is signi cant that the source/sink behaviour of the uid-particle energy exchange rate is predicted in the LES. The collapse of the spectra for F 12 = 0:58 is also more apparent than in Figure 8 while the collapse for F 12 = 0:064 is adequate in the lower wavenumber range.
For the larger response times, the momentum transfer is always negative and is correctly represented at each of the three resolutions. In contrast, for the lightest particles the spectral shape at high wavenumbers for the 32 3 computation disagrees with the two ner resolutions. One source of error is due to the neglect of subgrid-scale uid velocity uctuations on particle transport. In gassolid ows the strong ltering by particle inertia lessens the e ect of small-scale uid uctuations on particle motion. For particle response times comparable to the turbulence time macro-scales, and in the resolved range of the LES, the error associated with neglect of SGS uctuations is small. As the cuto wavenumber in the LES is moved upscale in the coarser grid calculations, the particle response time becomes comparable to the time scale of the SGS motions and the error associated with neglecting their e ect on transport increases.
The time scale of the subgrid motions can be estimated in terms of a length scale, l sgs , and the dissipation rate, , in the subgrid scales, sgs = ( =l 2 sgs ) ?1=3 :
Note that by expressing the length scale l sgs in terms of the SGS kinetic energy, K sgs and the dissipation rate, l sgs = C k K 3=2 sgs = where C k is a constant of order unity, the SGS time scale can be expressed as a`turnover time', analogous to the expressions used in RANS models, i. 
where k max = 1=l sgs . For a forced turbulence in the limit of zero molecular viscosity, the dissipation is the same as the kinetic energy supplied by the forcing. The ratio of the particle response time to time scale (37) is shown in Table 4 . For F 12 = 0:58 the ratio even at the coarsest resolution is much larger than unity, consistent with a strong ltering of SGS uid velocity uctuations and correspondingly small e ect of these motions on transport. For the smaller response time, however, the ratio at the three mesh resolutions is near unity, becoming smaller than unity for the 32 3 calculation. At this resolution, Figure 8 and Figure 9 exhibit a di erent behavior in the spectra, consistent with the more important e ect of the neglected SGS uctuations.
Conclusions and Perspectives
A priori tests of several subgrid-scale models were conducted using the database generated from simulations of isotropic uid turbulence modulated by momentum exchange with small particles. Gaussian lters with two lter widths were applied to the uid velocity eld in order to compute the local energy ux and overall SGS dissipation.
The ndings from the present study are similar in some respects to previous investigations of single-phase turbulence. The xed-coe cient Smagorinsky model, with its coe cient determined in single-phase turbulence, yields roughly correct estimates of the overall SGS dissipation with changes in mass loading. As also found in single-phase ows, however, predictions of the local energy ux between resolved and unresolved motions is poorly predicted by the Smagorinsky model for nonzero mass loadings. In particular, energy transfers from the subgrid to resolved motions, i.e., backscatter, cannot be predicted. The procedure used to compute the coe cient in the dynamic Smagorinsky model accounts for backscatter, albeit in an average sense, and shows that the e ect of increased solid loading ratio is to decrease C S . Scale-similarity and mixed models which are capable of predicting backscatter result in improved predictions of the local energy ux, with mixed-model formulations in better agreement with ltered DNS results compared to the scale-similarity model. When combined with the dynamic procedure to estimate model coe cients, the mixed model results in remarkably accurate predictions of the local energy ux and overall SGS dissipation.
A posteriori tests con rm the results of the a priori tests, showing that the mixed model captures the complex spectral behavior reported by Boivin et al. (1998) , so long as the particle relaxation time remains larger than the characteristic time scale of the subgrid-scale turbulence. The source-sink behaviour of the uid-particle energy exchange rate predicted in the LES is an important mechanism to capture since it changes the uid turbulent energy spectrum and probably will a ect closure modelling in engineering models, particularly in the epsilon equation.
Finally, it should also be remarked that subgrid-scale modeling of the uid turbulence in gassolid ows will likely bene t from the fact that a large part of the total dissipation in the ow arises from uid-particle interactions, especially at larger mass loadings. Consequently, modeling errors could have a smaller impact on LES predictions than in single-phase ows, especially for large particle response times and at high mass loadings. E(k)=(" Figure 9: Spectral distribution of the uid-particle energy exchange rate from LES of forced homogeneous gas-particle ow with two-way coupling. Line coding same as Fig. 8 .
